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Senate hopefuls:

S tu dent ap ath y
d is c o n c ertin g
Mansfield
Library and
the University
Center. Most of
A handful of ASUM Senate
the candidates
candidates took to the podium
said they were
Tuesday to address a small
crowd on fair housing, the ath in support of
student
letic fee, and student apathy.
protests
“We try very hard to be a
voice for the students,” incum against the
athletic fee,
bent Betty Gregory told about
but
30
some
onlook
back
ers. ”But
See related story
the
the stu
page 4
fee
dents
as
don’t tell
us what
| well.
“I support
they want.”
the athletic
Political newcomer
fee,” said can
Christina Witt agreed with
G r e g o r y R e c /K a im in
didate Dixie
Gregory, urging students to
take action.
Dishon, adding NOT MANY PEOPLE attended the senate candidate forum outside the south entrance of the UC Tuesday. Aside from the
senate candidates, only about 30 people gathered for the noon forum.
that students
“You paid an academic fee;
emment for the students.
Other candidates at the
dent/vice president candidates
opposed to the fee should
you have the right to vote,”
“We can be organized as a
forum were: Sarah Akhtar,
will debate today at noon on
Witt said.
protest it. “I enjoy it(the
voice to get things done, but
Tripp Chenault, Niles Brush,
games).”
the UC Mall, between the
Only eight out of 25 candi
until we organize as a group
Renee Hilbum, and Tito
dates vying for ASUM’s 20
Mansfield Library and the UC.
On fair housing, candidate
nothing’s going to happen,”
Flores Jr. The business man
Senate seats spoke at the out
Luke Laslovich said ASUM
General elections will be held
Laslovich said.
ager candidates and the presi April 26-27.
door forum in between the
should speak to the city govTom Lutey
Kaimin Reporter

Businessman:

Council discrim inates
by opposing casino
Ashley Wilson
Kaimin Reporter
A local businessman says
the Missoula City Council is
discriminating against him by
resisting a proposed casino in
the old downtown Hamburger
Ace.
City Attorney Jim Nugent
has been warning the Council
that the downtown area is the
only one in the city that zoning
expressly designates for bars
and taverns, so the Council has
to grant businessman Bill
McQuirk’s request to put a 24hour casino there, or give good
reason not to.
Denying the request would
be discrimination, McQuirk
said, because it would treat him
differently than the other three
casinos downtown. And if his
request is denied, he’ll sue.
“Well take ‘em to court,
plain and simple,” he said.
McQuirk wants the property
zoned “CLB,” the designation
the city uses for bars. Although
the Missoula Planning Board
and the Office of Community
Development recommended the
zoning change, the Plat,
Annexation and Zoning com
mittee recommended 6-1 on

April 5 to reject it.
Under Montana law, anyone
with a liquor license can have
up to 20 gambling machines.
Using zoning power to regulate
liquor licenses in order to limit
gambling is legally dangerous,
Nugent said, citing a Montana
Supreme Court case that
Missoula lost after abusing its
zoning power in a similar fash
ion. The case was a lawsuit
against the Council for using
zoning to block a lowerRattlesnake apartment com
plex. In its ruling, the court
defined 12 criteria that must be
used for zoning decisions.
After Nugent’s warnings,
Council members are trying to
base their criticism of the casi
no on these criteria, mainly cit
ing number nine, which takes
the “character” of the district
into account.
Ward 2 Councilwoman
Linda Tracy said downtown’s
historic buildings, and the fami
ly atmosphere of the weekend
Farmers’ Market would clash
with a casino. But Ward 6
Councilman A1 Sampson, the
only PAZ member to vote for
the zoning request, said the site
was legally identical to ten
See “Historic” page 12
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Manufactured
homes make
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Fee choice protesters
park themselves
in front of Main Hall.

English department at odds
H eidi W illiams
Kaimin Reporter
An article written by UM
English Professor Henry
Harrington caused heated dis
agreement in a forum Tuesday
about whether it was libelous
to a fellow professor.
English Professor Stewart
Justman, along with associate
history Professor Michael
Mayer, led a forum Tuesday
attended by about 50 people to
discuss an article published in
a national journal that never
names Justman, but which he
said refers to him as “churlish,”
“childish,” “traitorous” and
given to “perverse enjoyment.”
Harrington did not attend
the forum and could not be
reached for comment.
The essay was published in
the Association of the
Departments of English
Bulletin in the fall of 1993, and
refers constantly to a book by
James Joyce called Finnegan’s
Wake, parts of which have been
interpreted as anti-semitic. In
the article, Justman, who is
Jewish, is referred to as
“Shem,” a character in the book
and a word which can be used
to refer to a Jewish person.
Harrington criticizes “Shem”
in the essay for, among other
things, disagreeing with the
English department’s choice of
textbooks. He describes
“Shem,” and other unnamed
faculty members, as “spoilers ...
No matter how well depart
mental matters are going,
these individuals always seem
to spoil any chance of politically
comfortable unanimity....”
Justman said he wrote a
rebuttal to the essay that the
ADE Bulletin refused to print.

L a u r a B e r g o u s t/K a im in

THE ADE BULLETIN refused to publish UM English Professor
Stewart Justman’s rebuttal to a “libelous”essay published in the
Bulletin last fall by Henry Harrington. According to ADE, they
“couldn’t possibly publish it because it was libelous," Justman said.
Both Justman and Mayer
“Academic responsibility
said the article is anti-semitic,
must have some meaning,” he
referring to Justman as “orien said. “If you can write that
tal,” a term Mayer depicted as
within the definition of acade
“archaic, polite anti-semitism.” mic responsibility, I would like
But though Mayer described to know what you cannot
the essay as “a piece of filth,”
write.”
he said Harrington did have
Other faculty members
the right to publish it and that
showed mixed opinions.
a libel suit would probably not
Michel Valentin, an associ
hold up in court.
ate French professor, said he is
“It was very badly written
not convinced the article is
and only vaguely coherent,” he
anti-semitic.
said. “At the same time, I don’t
“There may be a lot of inac
think it’s libel. It skirts very
curacy, but there does not seem
close to the boundaries of libel.” to be a lot of consensus that
Justman, who would not
there is anti-semitic or racist
comment on whether he is pur material,” he said.
suing legal action, said
Bill Bevis, another English
Harrington should be held
professor, said he read
accountable for writing an arti Justman’s rebuttal and he feels
cle that is both “malicious” and
“false ”
See “M alice” page 5
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Child's memory
w ill beat on
for a lifetime
The recess bell will ring at
Margaret Leary Elementary School
in Butte this week as it has every
other week. When the children play
games, they will be minus one friend.
One friend who was mistakenly
killed by a bullet to the head.
Fifth-grader Jeremy Bullock’s
memory will linger long after the
children in the playground chant,
“Ring around the rosie, pockets full
of posie, ashes, ashes, we all fall
down.”
In fact, it will beat on for a life
time.
If you look closely, there is a silver
lining in the pall of gray clouds that
hang over the Mining City. Because
Jeremy Bullock’s family decided to
donate some of the boy’s organs, oth
ers are alive.
“The organ recipients are all doing
well,” says Kimberly Rowse, a coordi
nator at the Northwest Organ
Procurement Agency. Rowse says the
donation also has helped the Bullock
family in “their tragedy and loss.”
This is National Organ and Tissue
Donation Awareness Week. More
than 39,000 Americans are on the
list for organ and tissue donations.
Many live hooked up to machines.
Others die waiting.
Montana is part of the Northwest
Organ Procurement Agency that
includes Alaska and parts of
Washington. More than 350 people
in our region are watching the sands
of time run through their lifelines.
It isn’t enough to have checked off
the “Organ Donor” box on your
Montana driver’s license, says
Debbie Doll, another agency trans
plant coordinator.
Although next of kin may autho
rize organ donations, signed donor
cards are someone’s only guaranteed
legal verification.
Doll says because of such events
as science health fairs, awareness is
up among younger segments of soci
ety.
“I talk to many 16- and 17-yearolds who want to be donors,” she
says.
Regardless of age, once a decision
is made, Doll says everyone should
let their families know their wishes.
Donor cards are available at hos
pitals and the Department of Motor
Vehicles.
As part of donor awareness week,
an information and sign-up booth
will be open from noon to 6 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday in Southgate
Mall. Interested donors can also call
1-800-332-9066 and get in touch with
someone in the donor procurement
program in the Missoula area.
Chances are you’d rather not be
thinking about death on these glori
ous spring days. The Bullock family
wasn’t.
But there’s also a good chance
you’ll feel better if you at least look
into filling out a donor card.
Someday, you might even find your
self on the most important waiting
list of your life.
—J eff Jon es

International Month Notes

_______

Henrique Diss ( 16009- 1662)—Brazilian leader of an army of slaves and freemen
who rose in revolt against Dutch control of the province of Pernambuco in 1641. Though the
Dutch considered him merely a slave and not worth capturing, he defeated their armies by
1654, becoming a local hero.

H i s t o r y a f fe c ts e n v i r o n m e n t
Last Friday and Saturday I attend
ed “Nature and Culture of the
Northern West: A Symposium” spon
sored, in part, by the University of
Montana. I am a senior completing an
interdisciplinary concentration
(major) in environmental history at
Fairhaven College, Western
Washington University (WWU).
As reported in the Montana
Kaimin as well as the Missoulian, the
two-day event was offering an
unprecedented opportunity to hear
the scholarly voices of environmental
histoiy. The event was free. It was
open to the public and the University
of Montana student body. Neither
make a good showing and I am ques
tioning why?
Was it because the symposium was
insufficiently advertised, promoted?
Could it be there are no history
majors, let alone environmental histo
ry majors, at the University of
Montana? Was it the speakers—
maybe Missoulians didn’t recognize
the lineup? Have “environmentalists”
in Missoula made a connection
between histoiy and environmental
degradation (history being interdisci
plinary: economics, sociology, political
science, geography, geology)? Maybe
some Montanans, like some
Washingtonians, do not recognize the
value of exploring a sustainable
future through a critical analysis of
western history? Could lack of stu
dent or public presence in the audi
ence be attributed to the insulating
effects of a long winter—trying to
recover from the ill effects of ultravio
let ray depravation in the midst of a
glorious spring weekend in Montana?
On my return trip through the spec
tacular beauty of the Northwest I
pondered these questions.

Guest Column
by Teresa Mitchell
Driving through Western Montana,
Idaho, and Eastern Washington, I
imagined how “Nature and Culture in
the Northern West: A Symposium”
would have went, how it might have
been different, how it might have
been the same, had it been conducted
as it was a t WWU. The theater, would
its seams have been bulging with
impassioned histoiy and environmen
tal studies students? Judging the
environmental crisis at hand in west
ern Washington, I think not.
The I-50/I-90 corridors of western
Washington are plagued with strip
malls, clear cuts and automobiles. We
paved and developed some of the most
productive agricultural land in the
west for a burgeoning suburbia. We
have clear-cut our ancient forests to
satisfy our insatiable thirst for timber
and capital. Up until a few years ago
the North Cascade Mountains delin
eated east and west—today photo
chemical smog does.
We see and breath air that is laced,
if not saturated, with nitric oxide,
ozone, and sulfur dioxide because we
lacked insightful urban planning to
negate our dependence on the auto
mobile. And now we hear that our
once plentiful pacific salmon are all
but gone due to degraded spawning
grounds, hydroelectric dams, unsus
tainable catches, and toxins that were
flushed into the once pristine Puget
Sound.
The Puget Lowlands bear evidence
to our lack of personal and social

Letters to the Editor
C obain c a m e to grips
with his future
Editor:
Idiot. I don’t think much more can
be said about Michael David Thomas
and his recent editorial about the
death of Kurt Cobain. Thomas
seemed to take this opportunity to
insult a style of music and a personal
ity he never appreciated or attempted
to understand. The only intelligent
thing I’ve heard concerning Cobain’s
death was from a Rolling Stone writer
warning people not to look at this as
the death of a rock star who couldn’t
handle fame, but rather as another
young person of our generation who
needed to come to grips with the
future.
It is my opinion th at K urt Cobain
was not like some 13 year old who

M ONTANA

could not see past loosing a boyfriend
and bad grades and decided to take
an “easy way out.” Instead, I see
someone who sat down and really
looked a t his life. He had a wife and a
daughter whom he loved. He has
found a way of expressing himself for
himself through his music. He had
made four albums with Nirvana and
had plans to do a project with Michael
Stipe of R.E.M., but sadly this was
not enough to fill him. Cobain was not
ju st a “20-something who made it
big.” He was someone who had
already lived a lifetime of experi
ences, none of which seemed to fill
him anymore, and he grew weary of
waking up each morning.
The easy way out for someone like
that would be to keep living day in
and day out, at least there is an
accepted formula for such a life.
Unfortunately, some people may just
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be depressed and
perhaps no amount
of counseling can
make them get by
with temporary relief \
from the little joys life
offers, like sunsets
and a friendly smile.
The repercussions for his family and
others who loved him are sad, but at
least Cobain was true to himself in
what he honestly thought was best. If
he was able to sit down and come to
grips with what had occurred during
his life and what would occur after
his death and still believed he would
be better off dead, so be it. There is
something to be admired in anyone
who can see past the end of his nose,
analyze the big picture, and follow
their heart wherever it leads them.
Shannon Epler
freshman, psych I dance
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awareness—lack of involvement in
political decisions. Not so as one dri
ves from Coeur d’Alene to Missoula or
from Missoula to Lewiston through
the Clear Water Canyon. Although I
suppose you have your own economic
endeavors wreaking havoc on the
environment (e.g. mining), I saw no
strip malls, clear cuts or eight-lane
freeways traversing, slicing through
Montana.
I challenge you to take an environ
mental history course, to read what
Donald Worster, Paul Hirt, Dan
Flores, Patricia Nelson Limrick,
Richard White, and William G.
Robbins have to say. I challenge you
to make a connection between your
education, your involvement, and a
sustainable future. Need an incentive
to become involved or to attend an
environmental history symposium?
Tour Washington.
Feel free to take in the whole state.
Visit our denuded temperate rain for
est on the Olympic Peninsula, take in
the epitome of suburbia—Lynnwood,
Wash., with your eyes fixed on the
east drive I-5’s south center hill dur
ing rush hour, enter the third dimen
sion of our own Hanford Nuclear
Reservation, tour all nine dams on the
Columbia River, and see for yourself
what “history” has done to our envi
ronment.
As for how “N ature and Culture in
the Northern West: A Symposium”
would have been different had WWU
sponsored it—last weekend the fore
cast west of the Cascades called for
high clouds and a slight chance of acid
precipitation whereby eliminating one
plausible explanation for a disap
pointing turn out.
Teresa Mitchell is a resident of
Everett, Wash.

___|

more Letters to the Editor
sonable presentation. These are not
guys who have political aims, just four
serious students who took the time and
energy to address an issue they felt
Editor:
strongly about. There is no basis for
I would like to address the misrepre
the
patronizing tone I perceive in some
sentation of the fee choice petition
of the writing on this issue. What’s the
drive. Last week I attended both the
point of becoming divisive? We should
student-planned open forum and the
all be supportive of a truly grass-roots
forum with President Dennison. I was
movement to make our voices heard.
rather shocked by the “reporting” of
As education specialist Seymour
these events by Isaac Bretz on April 7.
Sarason says, ‘When one has no stake
It was almost as if we attended differ
in
the way things are, when one’s
ent functions. He chose to report only
the negative remarks made by the par needs or opinions are provided no
forum, when one sees oneself as the
ticipants, including disparaging
remarks made by the library staff. This object of unilateral actions, it takes no
particular wisdom to suggest that one
was not a true representation of either
would rather be elsewhere.”
the views communicated at the forum
Clara McClane
or the feelings of support I heard and
non-degree graduate, social work
felt. There was no mention in the arti
cle of one petitioner’s phone conversa
Students are fickle
tion with Gov. Marc Racicot, who
with athletic support
opposed the institution of this fee
because proper procedures had not
Editor:
been followed after both state universi
Isn’t it time to stop all the athletics
ty student bodies had resoundingly
voted down the fee. While I understand “bashing” and give these people some
credit? I won’t go into details about the
a reporter needs to check his sources,
this was important enough to follow up controversy over the athletic fee; I
believe my position is probably pre
on.
dictable. It was amazing how many
At the student-run forum earlier in
people supported the Grizzly football
the day, the petitioners emphasized
the aspect of student choice, NOT anti team last fall, and impressive how
many battled the cold weather to
athleticism. They clearly stated that
watch the playoff game. But now that
they didn’t have all the answers. They
the team needs better practice facili
asked for open debate to shape the
“most equitable solution.” I was greatly ties, they have no support at all.
impressed by their thoughtful and rea Personally I think it’s better for “a
bunch of pristine men” (as Jolane

Fee forums were
misrepresented

Country Harvest
Is A Better Way
To Buffet!

Flanigan was quoted) to have “a place
to kick a football around,” than for
some dog to have a nice place to take
an afternoon duke. I have a hard time
picturing Coach of the Year Don Read
with a pooper scooper before practice
cleaning up the field before preparing
for the Griz-Cat game.
I enjoy the intramural sports as
much as anyone, and currently I’m
playing quite a few games at the River
Bowl. But I think I’d rather pay a
maintenance fee for field repair than
lose a football game to Idaho because oi
injuries suffered on a less than desir
able practice field.
Greg Walter
senior, health ana
human performance

Cobain not a Lennon,
but some valued him
Editor:
I have to take issue with Michael
Thomas’ editorial on Kurt Cobain in
Wednesday’s Kaimin. I disagree with
Mr. Thomas on several points.
First, Thomas’ assessment of the
value of Nirvana’s music is invalid. I
personally find a lot of meaning in
Nirvana’s lyrics. (The lyrics I could
understand.) No, he didn’t preach about
loving your fellow man like Lennon did.
Instead, Kurt Cobain sang about things
that were closer to him. Obviously,
some of those five million people that
bough Nevermind, or the two million
that have bought In Utero, must identi

fy with Kurt Cobain’s
struggle. If you don’t,
fine. Some art escapes
me as well, but I am
sure others appreciate
it. Therefore, I cannot
say that the art has no
value.
Second, drug use does not necessarily
make a person bad or evil. Drug use
does make a person a lawbreaker, and
possibly gives them a problem they have
to deal with. However, many people
have problems in society. Drug use
doesn’t necessarily make these people
losers.
Lastly, I can’t imagine the despera
tion or sadness that ran through Kurt
Cobain’s mind when he pulled the trig
ger. However, I can’t condemn him for
doing it either. Yes, he left a wife and a
child, but for him there must have
seemed to be no choice. However, I am
not here to debate the morals or reasons
for committing suicide. In our society,
we like to think that fame and fortune
makes all the problems of life disappear.
This is not true, though. Our icons are
not gods, they are human beings that
still have problems. To me, Kurt
Cobain’s death doesn’t seem to be a sign
of weakness. Rather, Kurt Cobain
reminded me of the tragedy of being
human. Rest in Peace, Kurt. I will miss
you and your music.
— Walter Paul Houston Jr.
senior, business
administration / Japanese /
Lyceum member
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WEEKEND BREAKFAST

$ 5.49
LU N C H
Monday - Friday 10:45am - 2:45pm
Saturday 11:30am • 2:45pm
Start w ith our Soup & Salad Bar, then try specials like
Steamed W hitefish, BBQ Chicken, Baked Lasagna, Fish
& Chips, Fried Chicken & Biscuits and m any others!

$ 5.29
DINNER
Monday - Saturday from 3pm
Sunday from 11:30am
Roast Beef, Baked H am , plus special menu features like
All You Can Eat Shrimp, BBQ Beef Ribs, Roast Turkey,
our Soup & Salad Bar, Fresh Baked Rolls, and more!

$ 6.59
Menus vary by day, call for today's menu

With UC Construction Committee
and A&E Architects

Thursday, April 21 st 3:00-5:00 pm
UC Gold Oak Room

Don't Miss The Last Event Of
Our Performing Arts Series

Saturday & Sunday 8 • 11am
Featuring Eggs Benedict, Belgian W affle Bar, Corned
Beef Hash, Biscuits & Gravy, Scrambled Eggs, Bacon,
Sausage, Fresh C innam on Rolls and much more!

Write-in Candidate
April 26th and 27th
(Write-in Candidates names must be
spelled correctly on ballots)
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BECOME A
STUDENT
MARKETING
MANAGER
Outgoing, goal-oriented
student needed for marketing
position. Leam management
skills and marketing strate
gies while implementing oncampus promotions.

★ Excellent pay
★ Flexible hours
★ All work on campus
★ For the 1994-95
school year
★ Expense paid training
conference
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW
Friday, April 2 2 ,1 9 9 4
Sign up in Career Services
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ASUM to hear proposal
to raise cost of credits
Students taking 12 would pay as
much as students taking 18 credits
Tom Lutey
Kaimin Reporter
A proposal to increase fees
of students taking 12 or 13
credits to the level of those
paying 14 to 18 credits will be
presented to the ASUM
Senate tonight, Dean of
Students Barbara Hollmann
said Tuesday.
Currently, students taking
14 to 18 credits are charged
the same amount, known as
the “flat spot.”
“If you get to the flat spot,
you can take an additional
class and not have it cost
more,” Hollmann said.
If the change in the flat
spot is approved by the Board
of Regents Friday, students
taking 12 credits will pay the
same amount as those taking
18 credits. At the beginning of

the semester, 2,913 students
were registered for 12 to 13
credits. Out-of-state students
taking 12 to 13 credits would
pay an additional $196.05 next
fall, according to the fee out
line in the Fall Class
Schedule. The increase for in
state students would be
$54.05.
Hollmann said the flat spot
was being lowered to make
sure students taking 12 to 13
credits were paying their fair
share.
She said the flat spot was
raised from 12 to 14 credits
three or four years ago to
encourage students to take 14
or more credits.
The Senate meets on the
third floor of the UC in the
Mount Sentinel Room at 6
p.m. Wednesday. Student com
ments are welcome.

New Health Service fee
necessary, manager says
Mamoru Yatabori
for the Kaimin
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Students will have less
waiting time to get treatm ent
from Student Health Services,
but there will be another
building fee on their bill next
semester if the facility expansion plan gets through.
Student Health Services is
considering a project to
expand the current facility.
This project will add an addi
tional 9,000 square feet to the
west end of the health service
building where the
Counseling and Psychological
Services house is currently
located. The Counseling and
Psychological Services house
will be removed and consoli
dated with the health service
building.
Rick Curtis, the health ser
vice’s business manager, said
Tuesday that because of the
rapid enrollment increase
between 1988 and 1993, from
8,200 to 10,700, the health
service is more crowded, and
student visits to the health
service per year have dropped
from 4.5 to 3.5, meaning stu
dents have less access to the
doctor.
The health service has had
about 40,000 patient visits
per year since 1971, when the
building space was expanded
to 17,000 square feet.
“We can’t see the increased
number of students because
we don’t have any more
capacity to do that,” Curtis
said.
The health service is
proposing a health service
development fee to cover
about half of the $2 million
project. The fee will be
between $3 and $5 per semes
ter. It will be charged until
the $1 million bond is paid
off, which is expected to be in
10 years.
Confidentiality of students
in the counseling services is
the other reason for the

4

q

expansion.
Curtis said the current
health service’s Counseling
and Psychological Services
house is not the best place to
do counseling, which must be
confidential. He said patients’
and counselors’ voices can be
heard in the next room, so
they have been turning on the
radio during a treatment to
avoid being overheard. Also,
the house does not have a
security system. The patient’s
record has been stored in the
main building and handdelivered to the house each
time.
“It’s just necessary,” to
have new facility for counsel
ing, Curtis said. “It’s not
something nice to have, it’s
something (we) have to have.”
Joann Sullivan, health ser
vice’s office supervisor, said
the operation at the health
service will go smoother and
easier.”It’s just very crowd
ed,” she said. “We are bump
ing each other in the office,
and there is no space to put
new computers and other
equipment.”
ASUM Sen. Betty Gregory
wrote to the Kaimin that the
fee is a small price to pay for
the services to be offered.
Gregory urged students’ sup
port for the project.
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C o n cern in g U
Aber Day—
April
Work session 2-6
p.m., barbecue for
registered workers
W e dnesday
at 6 p.m., to sign up
call Annie Pontrelli at 2434750.
Staff Development—Staff
exchange program to foreign
countries, by Richard
McDonough, career counselor
at Career Services, and Carol
Gable, an accountant at the
Controller’s Office, 12:05-12:50
p.m., Center for Continuing
Education meeting room.
Diversity Advisory
Council—Meeting, 3-5 p.m.,
School of Education conference
room.
Friends of the Library—
Spring benefit banquet, no-host
cocktails, 6 p.m., dinner at 7
p.m., UC Ballroom, $20.
Reservations were due April 15.
Theater—"The Marriage of
Bette and Boo,” 8 p.m. nightly
through April 23, and 2 p.m.
April 23. Masquer Theatre, $8.
•••••••••
Faculty
April
Senate—Meeting
at 3:10 p.m., UC
Mount Sentinel
Thursday
Room, election of
Senate executive officers.
Lecture—Women’s Studies
Visiting Lecturer Series,
“Captive Women/’Savage
Others’” by University of
Pennsylvania humanities and
history Professor Carroll
Smith-Rosenberg, 3:10 p.m.,
Turner Hall Lounge.
International Month
Lectures—"Kenyan Wildlife: A

20

Street.
Lecture—Van de Wetering
Lecture Series, “The Federalist
Papers: The Engendering of
Political Representation,” by
Penn Professor SmithRosenberg, 8 p.m., Journalism
Room 304.

Victim of Circumstances,” by
natural resource conservation
ist Vincent Kituku, 4-5 p.m.,
Botany Room 307. He will also
give a lecture at 7:30 p.m.
called “Africa: Current Crisis
and Future,” at Hunter Bay
Coffee Roasters, 225 W. Front

fin e Vegetarian “Entrees
at freddy's
examples from our ever changing daily selections

Monday

Italian
• Eggplant Parmesan
• Vegetarian Lasagne

Tuesday * Vegan

(non-dairy)
• Ginger-Baked Tofu
• Tempeh Cacciatore

Wednesday

‘M acaroni & Cheese

• Garden Veggie
• Baked Ziti

Thursday » (Pizza
• Two Varieties
• Lots of Garlic

21

Friday

Coof(s Choice
• Ratatouille with Couscous
• Enchilada Chile Cheese Pie

Available for Lunch • 12 noon until it's gone

FREDDY’S
FEED & READ
1221 HELEN AVE
549-2127

Your Store for
Fresh Fashions
EVERYDAY!
Proud to be
Missoula!

20% OFF

ALMOST
EVERYTHING!

(L im ited Tim e only!)

Brand Names
You Love!
Selection
You Deserve!
Register to win

$100
Gift Certificate

N o w open at
Southgate M all

• N o Purchase required
• N eed not be present

M

O P EM

SALE

to win.

Speaker: Wolf survival
depends on perception

Global Forum:

Discussion
of African
quandaries

Spee-deer

Tom Barrett
Kaimin S ta ff

Boyd moderated the discussion
in the Urey Lecture Hall.
The EIS favors reintroducing
Wolf recovery has more to do 30 wolves per year for four or
with what people imagine
five years as a “non-essential
wolves to be than with the reali experimental population,” a
ty of what wolves are, said Ed
controversial listing that many
Bangs of the U.S. Fish and
feel weakens the protection of
Wildlife Service during a panel
wolves under the Endangered
discussion Tuesday night.
Species Act. Under this alterna
Bangs is the project leader
tive, estimated to cost
for the Environmental Impact
$6,008,750, the EIS predicts
Statement released last year
wolf recovery of around 100
which outlines five wolf recov
wolves in both central Idaho
ery plans and their possible
and the Yellowstone area by
affects on the environment. The 2002. Most of the panelists sup
EIS has gone through 16 formal ported the plan, but some had
hearings and drawn a record
reservations.
160,000 responses.
Tschida, who opposed the
The discussion titled “Wolf
EIS plan, said it has “not been
Reintroduction in Yellowstone”
properly researched and include
was part of the Wilderness
arbitrary and unwarranted quo
Lecture Series and consisted of
tas from Washington that don’t
panelists: Mike Roy of the
consider the needs and concerns
National Wildlife Federation,
of western ranchers.”
wildlife biology Professor Dan
Bader said: “We need to pro
Pletscher, Raney Tschida of the
tect habitat. We need to look at
Montana Stockgrowers
the land that contains all these
Association, Mike Bader of the
species and get it down in one
Alliance for the Wild Rockies,
try. Let’s leave it up to the
wolf biologist Mike Jimenez and wolves. Let’s let the wolves be
Bangs. Wolf biologist Diane
wolves.”

The Jeannette Rankin
Peace Resource Center
is sponsoring a discus
sion of Africa’s current
crises at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday at Hunter Bay
Coffee Roasters, at 225
West Front St., as part
of the monthly “Global
Forum” series.
Dr. Vincent Kituku, a
natural resource conser
vationist, will discuss
civil wars, anarchy,
drought, AIDS, and
famine in Africa and
how they affect the rela
tionship between man
and the environment in
Africa.
Kituku received his
B.S. degree in Range
Management from the
University of Nairobi in
Kenya, Africa and
worked for the Ministry
of Livestock
Development as a dis
trict range planner.
Kituku is an adjunct
biology professor at
Boise State University.
The “Global Forum”
series is designed to
bring every-day perspec
tives in other countries
to Missoula. The talk is
free and open to the pub
lic.

continued from page 1___________________________

M alice: Faculty take sid es
it is just as bad as the original
essay.
“This is a very sad event and
God help us if we are to be
judged at our worst,” he said. “I
think Hank’s (Harrington’s)
argument is Hank at his worst,
and Stewart’s rebuttal is

Stewart at his worst.”
Editor’s Note: Tuesday’s
Kaimin incorrectly identified
Harry Harrington as the chair
man of the Department of
English. While Harrington has
held that post, Bruce Bigley is
the current chairman.

WE W O N T BE SATISFIED
TIL YO U ARE.

Terri Long Fox/for the Kaimin

THE 25 MPH speed limit sign doesn’t provide much camou
flage for the deer that wandered down Mount Sentinel
Sunday. A second deer a few feet away blends in with the
foliage.

DOCKIN’ RUDY’S
ALL C O M PA CT
DISCS
New & Used

$2.00 OFF
ALL CASSETTES
& RECORDS
New & Used

$ 1.00 OFF
When you order from Domino's®, you get great food,
great service and free delivery. A n d if you're not
satisfied, you get a replacement order or your money back.
A n d that's a promise nobody else delivers.
THERE'S ALWAYS

25 % OFF

Sun. - Thurs. 11am - lam • Fri. - Sat 11am - 2am

L a r g e | * M edium Pizza I
T

,

n ,

One Topping Pizza

$7.99
expires 4/26/94

Offer valid with coupon ui.iy,
mores
only Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our
drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash value l/20c
01994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

ALL CARDS,
POSTERS &
PAPER
PRODUCTS

■ _

with Unlim ited Toppings

$9.99
expires 4/26/94

v/ff«r valid will) coupon only, valid at participating storos
Customer pays sales ^tax where applicable* Our
drivere carry leas than $20.00. Cash value i/20c
01994 Domino’s Pizza, Inc

D1994 DOMINO'S PIZZA, INC. LIMITED TIME ONLY OFFER M AY VARY PARTICIPATING STORES ONLY. PURCHASE REQUIRED

111 S. A venue West • 721-7610

ALL JEWELRY
& BEADS

20 % OFF
ALL T-SHIRTS
& CLOTHING

25 % OFF
P LU S M A N Y M O R E
IT E M S A T

UP TO

50 % OFF

SALE

Sale n o w through Sun., April 24, a t b oth Rockin' Rudy's locations.
237 Blaine (n e a r Hellgate H.S.) & U C Moll » M o n. - Sat. 9-9. Sun. 11-6 • 542-0077
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THE UNIVERSITY CE

4 million dollars of YOUR mon

YOU SHOULD BE AT Ti
The Preliminary Proposal Includes:

Which o f the following services
you used at least once a week
or more?
o%__:
UC MARKET
UC BOOKSTORE / OFFICE STORES
RESTROOMS

• Updating building life & safety codes
• A sbestos rem oval throughout the building
• A dding m ore restrooms
• D ining room facelift
• D ining Services first floor operation
• U C Bookstore expansion
• UC M arket expansion
• Campus Quick Copy expansion
• Centralizing D ining Services production kitchens
• D edicated study lounge
• M ore student organization office space
• Expansion o f A SU M offices
• R econfiguring M ontana R oom s
• Increase number o f conference room s

UNION MARKET
COPPER COMMONS
ATRIUM
BOX OFFICE / POST OFFICE / CHECK CASHING
AUTOMATIC TELLERS
BULLETIN BOARDS
MISSOULA FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
CAMPUS QUICK COPY / WORD PROCESSING
LOUNGE
TELEPHONES
GAME ROOM
SCHOOL LUNCH
ROCKIN' RUDY’S RECORDS & TAPES
INFORMATION DESK
TRAVEL (RIDE BOARD)
TEMPTATIONS FROZEN YOGURT & CANDIES
D'ANGELO'S PIZZA
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
VENDING MACHINES
MONTANA ROOMS
ART GALLERY
PERSONAL LOCKERS
ASUM LEGAL SERVICES
PROGRAMMING
CONFERENCE & EVENT SCHEDULING
BALLROOM
ASUM GOVERNMENT
A TRAVEL CONNECTION

Listed to the right are the results to four important questions chosen from a UC Needs
Assessment Survey conducted in 1993. Students ■ ■ ■ ■
Faculty/Staff lv* :^.i

UC CATERING
MOUNT SENTINEL ROOM
SHEAR PERFECTION HAIR STYLING
UC ADMINISTRATION
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING CLEARINGHOUSE

T H U R S D A Y

A P R I L

2 1 s t

irsnncim
MMD!TOMORROW
DON'T MISS THIS MEETING.

e 1p >

jjffl

K

ley is earm arked for tkis project.
M O RRO W 'S MEETING!

:NTER IS CHANGING.
have

.0% 40%

60%

Do you feel any of these existing
services need to be
expanded?
0%
20%

40%

60%

UC MARKET

UC BOOKSTORE / OFFICE STORES
TELEPHONES
RESTROOMS
LOUNGE
BULLETIN BOARDS
UNION MARKET
ART GALLERY
CAMPUS QUICK COPY / WORD PROCESSING
BOX OFFICE / POST OFFICE / CHECK CASHING
COPPER COMMONS
PROGRAMMING
ROCKIN’ RUDY’S RECORDS & TAPES
GAME ROOM
MISSOULA FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
ATRIUM
PERSONAL LOCKERS
ASUM LEGAL SERVICES
D’ANGELO'S PIZZA
TRAVEL (RIDE BOARD)
AUTOMATIC TELLERS
SCHOOL LUNCH
VENDING MACHINES

What additional services would
you most desire in the UC?
0%

20%

40%

60%

24 HOUR STUDY AREA
PATIO /OUTDOOR SEATING
COMPUTER LAB /W O R D PROCESSORS
PUB/TAVERN
SMALL THEATER
VIDEO RENTAL
CAMPING GEAR RENTAL
PHARMACY
BOWLING LANES
SMOKING LOUNGE
MUSIC LISTENING ROOMS
BIKE SHOP
DRY CLEANING
EXHIBIT CASES
BUILDING DIRECTORIES
ADDITIONAL ATM'S
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM
TV ROOM
CRAFT SHOP
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
STUDENT MAIL BOXES
FLOWER CART
HOTEL ROOMS
SHUFFLE BOARD

ASUM GOVERNMENT
INFORMATION DESK
CONFERENCE & EVENT SCHEDULING
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING CLEARINGHOUSE

How often do you visit the
University Center?
0%

20%

40%

A TRAVEL CONNECTION
MONTANA ROOMS
TEMPTATIONS FROZEN YOGURT & CANDIES
UC ADMINISTRATION
MOUNT SENTINEL ROOM
SHEAR PERFECTION HAIR STYLING
BALLROOM
UC CATFRING

*3-5pm

Complete results of the U C Needs Assessment Survey are
available at the University Center Information Desk.

GOLD OAK ROOM
University Center

This important message sponsored by your U C Bookstore family.

60%

R o ck on!

With good behavior, you'll be
out in just 5 months.
W ith a 4 year college degree, you can begin your career in
law as a paralegal in just 5 months.
• A pproved by the Am erican Bar Association
• Free lifetime national placem ent assistance
• Financial aid available for eligible students
• Includes a 100 hour internship

Call today for a free video "Your Career In Law"

1-800-848-0550
DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE
1401 19th Street Denver, C O 80202
□
□

R e b e c c a H u n tin g to n /K a im in

JORGE REYES, senior in liberal arts, polishes the brass plate bordering the oval Tuesday. Reyes’
fraternity, Theta Tau Sigma, has decided to clean and polish the plate every year from now on, he
said.

Please provide information on the paralegal profession.
Please send free video "Your Career In Law"

Address
City ___
State
Phone ________
Graduation Date

_ Zip _
_

UMP

DENVER PARALEGAL INSTITUTE

1401 19th Street
D e n ve r. C O 80202
1-800-8480550

Age

O O K S I G N I N

PAZ Committee:

Newer mobile homes OK in city now
Ashley Wilson
Kaimin Reporter
The city Plat, Annexation
and Zoning Committee recom
mended Tuesday that mobile
homes built since 1990 be
allowed in Missoula without
having to go through the
lengthy zoning requests of the
past.
The decision sets the way
for a Missoula City Council
vote after months of debate
over affordable housing and
neighborhood character.
Proponents say the deci
sion will help ease Missoula’s
housing crunch.
“It’s real important that we
do have affordable housing in
Missoula,” said Ward 6
Councilman Craig Sweet.
But Weird 4 Councilman
Doug Harrison said he
couldn’t vote for it, saying
mobile homes don’t blend in
with all neighborhoods.

“There are a lot of places
where mobile homes are inap
propriate,” Harrison said.
Previously, zoning required
that people wanting to put a
mobile home in Missoula get
specific permission from the
Council, a lengthy process
involving public hearings,
staff reports and Council
debate.
Currently, as long as the
home is on a permanent foun
dation, and meets other
requirements, including at
least 900 feet of living space,
large single-wide trailers can
be up anywhere.
Ward 5 Councilman Jack
Reidy said he wouldn’t vote
for the new ordinance,
because he wouldn’t want to
see a single-wide in his neigh
borhood.
“I would not want a single
wide home next door to my
house, and I wouldn’t impose
that on anyone else,” he said.

Almost no one from the South
Hills area would vote for the
measure, he added.
Ward 2 Councilwoman
Kelly Rosenleaf objected to
the 900-foot requirement from
an opposite viewpoint, saying
conventional homes don’t
have the same minimum
requirements, and many—
including Rosenleaf s—are
smaller.
The mobile homes also
must have pitched roofs, have
the towing tongue removed,
and follow zoning regulations
for placement of conventional
housing, to help them fit in
with existing neighborhoods.
The new homes will have
to meet 1991 U.S.
Department of Housing, Land
and Urban Development
(HUD) building codes.
Existing mobile homes are
exempt from the rules, but
cannot be moved to a new site
unless they meet them.

m u
McRAE
L IV E

(M ORE OR L E SS)

M

RIVER BOWL FORUM
TH UR SD AY , A P R IL 2 1
4 : 3 0 p .m . C H E M /P H A R M 1 0 9

Public Jorum bn plans and
alternatives fo r the rebuilding and
use o f River Bowl North.
For more information call 243-5331.

Renowned cowboy poet and Montana rancher
Wally McRae will be at The UC Bookstore to
sign his books and video tape.

TODAY
12“ 2

Author of three books o f his renowned
style o f cowboy poetry, as well as a
videotape o f 32 o f his favorite poems,
Mr. McRae has been featured on The
Johnny Carson Show and Prairie Home
Companion. Be sure to join us!

UC

BOOKSTORE

UNIVERSITY
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diversions
Agonies of marriage on display in Yaren'
Tara Turkington
for the Kaimin
Bedroom Farce showing at
the Front Street Theater this
week is great entertainment. It’s
rollicking, hilarious fun that
goes on and on, leaving both
actors and audience gasping for
breath—the audience because
they’ve over-laughed, the play
ers because they’ve put every
ounce of their energy into mak
ing them laugh. Bedroom Farce
is definitely worth going to see.
Now for the huts. Alan
Ayckbourn’s play is set in three
bedrooms (squashed together in
the Montana Players’ produc
tion) in a London suburb, occu
pied primarily by three different
couples, representing three gen
erations. They are linked by the
agonized marriage of Trevor
(Jeff Ingman) and Susannah
(Jennifer Johnson), who are two
shaky people, literally.
The action is funny and fastpaced, but there really is a dark
and sad side to this play which
is not nurtured at all by director
Russ Banham. The result is fun,
fun, fun, resulting in decibeloverload in the second act, but
the blacker, more hesitant
meanings are trampled over in
all the noise.
Take the marriage of Ernest
(Joe Mussulman) and Delia
(Patricia Chapman), the oldest
of the three couples, whose con
versation (or Ernest’s at least)
centers around a damp patch in
an off-stage bedroom. It’s their
anniversary, they go out, Delia
has fun by not having fun.
Ernest accepts it all with a
spaniel-like expression of resig
nation. The most daring thing
they can think to do on their
anniversary night is eat sar
dines in bed. Except they can’t
find any and have to settle for
pilchards. Even then, Delia
decides they smell horrible.
They can’t talk about sex openly,
much less actually get down to
it. It’s funny, but sad, too, and
Banham’s production doesn’t
allow this serious facet—which

WITH BOYISH good looks,
golden country vocal
chords and disarming
charm, Vince Gill (pic
tured below) will be strut
ting into town tonight to
win Missoula over. Playing
his own guitar solos
(almost unheard of in
country), Gill’s show
should be just the right
mix of foot-stompin’ coun
try and tear-jerking
melodies. Joining him will
be acclaimed vocalist
Kathy Mattea (pictured at
right)—bringing her inim
itable bluesy take to coun
try—and Larry Stewart,
former lead vocalist for
Restless Heart.

Sigh Country
Collection
Who: Trio of country’s
best: Vince Gill, Kathy
Mattea and Larry Stewart
W lU D : Tonight, 7:30 p.m.
W han: Field House
fin rt: $22, available at
TIC-IT-E-Z outlets. Call
243-4999 or 1-800-5263400 for details.

L a u r a B e rg o u s t/K a im in

DRAMA MAJOR Jennifer Johnson portrays a high-strung character
in the Bedroom Farce comedy presented by the Montana Players.
The play will run April 21-24 at the Front Street Theatre.
is more fragile but also more
room, which makes for a lively
meaningful than the jack-in-the- source of humor.
box action and ear-splitting
This play was written to
crescendos—to surface in the
make people laugh. But it’s also
production at all.
a gentle probe at married rela
Then there’s Trevor and
tionships. If this production of
Suzanne, two seriously screwed
Bedroom Farce didn’t run at the
up people who jitter so much
pace and decibel level it does,
they wouldn’t look any different
especially in the second act, it
under a strobe light They’re
might come closer to what
hilarious. Trevor’s always whim Ayckbourn intended: to make
pering “Tm sorry,” especially
people think, facilitated by their
when “Tm sorry”just isn’t going laughter, rather than just to
to cut it for the chaos he’s
make them laugh and laugh.
caused. Suzanne tells herself
Bedroom Farce is playing
she is attractive, in a BuddhaApril 21-24 at the Front Street
esque ritual that includes hum
Theater. Evening shows are at 8
ming “I am attractive,” to over
p.m. and the Saturday matinee
come her inferiority caused by
is at 2 p.m. Tickets are $8 for
Trevor’s infidelity. She does it
evening shows and $6 for the
when, unbeknownst to her,
matinee and are available at
there are other people in the
Rockin’Rudy’s and at the door.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Are you

PRO material?

Become a PRO Peer Educator while earning
University credit
for
the SHS Drug & Alcohol Abuse
Prevention Program
Gain Valuable Experience
•Facilitating Groups
•Peer C ounseling
•D esigning Skits,
Prevention Activities
Media Events
Program Presentations
Call JoAnne Blake at 243-2261 or 243-4711.

The
Screening
Room

Weddings'
provides
big laughs

marries her older stiff obnox
ious fiancee, leaving Charlie
wondering if and when he'll
Shaun Tatarka
ever find Miss Right.
Kaimin Film Critic
This is a perfect time for a
What would happen if the
funeral and some soul search
production team of
ing. When one of Charlie’s bud
Merchant/Ivory got tangled up
dies dies he wonders if he’ll die
with Monty Python? Obviously
without ever falling in love.
well never know but the closest
The plot of this film is sec
we’ll come is the new hilarious
ondary to the many jokes and
Mike Newall film, Four
wedding gags. Weddings are
Weddings and a Funeral, a
always emotional as well as
screwball comedy of errors that tension filled for all involved
is so entertaining you’ll easily
and are therefore perfect tar
forgive its sticky ending.
gets for comic gags, most of
The film stars Hugh Grant
which work very well in this
as Charlie, a mid-’30s
film. Even cliched moments
Englishman, who runs in a
like the best man forgetting the
social group that’s full of bache rings manage to provoke laugh
ter.
lors and bachelorettes. The
group attends a lot of weddings
Most of Four Weddings’ suc
where they do some serious
cess can be attributed to
partying.
Grant’s performance. He has a
At the film’s first wedding,
wonderful flair for comic acting.
Charlie’s bachelorhood is in
He is utterly convincing as both
dire peril when he meets a
a dashing ladies man and a
pretty American named Carrie
stumbling klutz who has a
(played by Andie MacDowell).
problem getting to weddings on
He sleeps with her and is actu
time. Grant was last seen on
ally quite happy to see her
the big screen in Remains of the
le'ave the country the next
Day, in which he played a bud
morning. It’s obvious to us that
ding young journalist. He is
Charlie’s in love but he has yet
definitely one actor to watch.
to realize it.
Also memorable is Simon
Charlie runs into Carrie
Calloway as the rowdy party
again at another wedding some animal Gareth and Kristen
months later and is thrilled to
Scott Thomas as Charlie’s
see her. However, his happi
younger sister.
ness is short-lived because he
The film’s closer is as mushy
discovers she is engaged. He
as Sleepless in Seattle. It’s also
later runs into her on the street as unbelievable but after
before her wedding and the
watching the previous 100 min
pair share a few delicate
utes you’ll accept just about
moments. Charlie declares his
anything. After all, isn’t love
love for her by quoting David
blind?
Cassidy. (“Before he left the
Grade: APartridge Family.”)
Four Weddings and a
“I think I love you, “ he says. Funeral is rated R and plays
Carrie smiles, tells him he’s
nightly at the Wilma with
sweet and then inexplicably
weekend matinees.
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sports
Tennis team

grabs a

Tom Cotton
for the Kaimin________________________
UM’s tennis squad held court this
weekend as the men traveled to Nevada
for a tournam ent and the women stayed
home to face Eastern Washington and
Idaho.
The men faced some of their toughest
competition of the season as they faced
University of California—Davis, Nevada
and Pacific University.
The Grizzlies garnered their only win of
the weekend against UC—Davis, 4-3. UM
was down early losing two doubles match
es to lose the doubles point; however, they
came back to win four singles matches.
Assistant tennis coach Randy Ash said
virtually every match was close, and Ales
Novak, Juan Rodriguez, Jeff Marsden and
Kevin Madruga all put in solid efforts to
lead the Grizzlies.
The next two matches were not as kind
to the Grizzlies, as they fell to Nevada 6-1
and Pacific 5-1. Ash said Nevada was a
tough team who had played well all week
end, blanking both Pacific and UC—Davis
7-0.
Ales Novak got the lone win against the
Wolfpack as he downed Henrik Eliason,
Nevada’s number one player.
The Grizzlies’ match against Pacific
was closer than the score indicated, as

road w in

several matches went to three sets. Ash
said if the Grizzlies had picked up a win
in any of those three-set matches, UM
could have won.
Ash liked the Grizzlies’ performance
this weekend, and said, “Teams in past
years would not have been competitive
against teams like these, and this year we
were.”
The UM women’s team faced Eastern
Washington and Idaho this weekend for
their last matches before they go to the
Big Sky Tournament next weekend.
The Eagles beat the Lady Griz 7-2;
however, UM coach Kris Nord said there
were several close matches and UM had a
lot of chances to win the match.
He said Jeanette Virtue and Christy
Konzen both played well.
The Lady Griz also lost to Idaho, 9-0.
Nord said that the Lady Griz were led by
Tana Atwood, who came the closest to
winning her singles match.
Next week the Grizzlies will face Weber
State-in the opening round of the Big Sky
Tournament. Nord said the Lady Griz will
have their hands full, as the Wildcats are
by far the toughest team in the confer
ence.
“I tell them to do their best in every
match,” Nord said. “I am not disappointed
in the effort from the six players who have
played all year.”

Outdoor Programs set to
raft students down river
Jon Ebelt
Kaimin Reporter
Raft trips offered by Outdoor
Programs are right around the
bend.
Dudley Improta, director of
Outdoor Programs, said about
eight people are signed up for the
first of two raft trips scheduled
for the Blackfoot River this
spring. The minimum number of
people needed for this trip is 10
and the maximum number is 24.
Outdoor Programs is a division of
Campus Recreation.
The first trip will be Saturday,
April 30 with those ready to raft
required to meet a t about 8 a.m.
outside the Recreation Annex.
Improta said the trips are usual
ly about 12 miles, but it depends
on which section you float. The
cost for the trip is $19.
Scheduled for May 7, the sec
ond trip currently has only one
person signed up. Improta said
he anticipates some last minute
sign-ups due to the time of year
and school conflicts.

“It depends on the weather,”
Improta said Tuesday. “(School’s)
a problem, but we’ll go ahead and
run a couple anyway.”
The change to semesters has
taken away several opportunities
for rafting, Improta said. Two
more Blackfoot River raft trips
are offered in June. July has a
total of six raft trips scheduled
for Alberton Gorge and Kootenai
River. The cost per person is $25
for the Alberton trip and $82 for
the three-day Kootenai trip.
In preparation for the upcom
ing raft season, Improta said the
Outdoor Programs staff recently
took a trip to sharpen their skills.
Improta said the river level is
about normal for this time of
year, but he expects it to
increase.
“(The river) is starting to come
up now because of the warm
weather,” he said.
Improta said that if students
can’t make the trips offered this
spring or summer, a raft trip
down Alberton Gorge will be
offered early next fall.

Top In tra m u ra l Records
-------- as o f A p ril 2 0 ,1 9 9 4 -----•Brad Lebo
Conference
Butte
Syndicate 3-

Co-rec
softball

•Ashland
0
Conference
Schmidt
Toe Jam 4-0
Warriors
2Belt Bashers
1
4-0
Dookie
L.D.S.S.A. 2-2
Stains 2-1
•Babb
•Jay
Conference
Wimmer
AS SPRING ROLLS around, the UM intramural season gets
Fuhgowee
near its end, and baseball players are getting in their final
Conference
Warriors 3-0
swings before the summer takes them away.
Blue Wave
Tanookes 2 3-0
3-1
Priopisms 1-2
Red Raiders
House
of
Pain
3-0
•Dixon Conference
3-1
The Team 2-1
Shrag Time 3-0
Pike Panthers 2-2
Balls Out 2-1
Grin and Bear It 2-1
•Rich Ramaldi
•Haugan
Conference
Suckers 2-1
Conference
SAE-AP 2-0
•Essex Conference
Nine Men and a Dick 4-0
Beer 30 2-0
Ace of Base 3-0
Pipe Lords 3-1
The Tribe 1-1
The Rookies 3-0
Limbaugh Guys 3-1
Bats and Balls of Miller
Men’s
Softball
•G arth Forster
Hall 2-1
• Kirk Murphy
Conference
•Fallon League
Conference
We Are What We Eat 4-0 You Gotta Wear A Dress Zen Masters 3-lCrunchy
Dills 3-1
Geeks 3-1
4-0
Shakassmarrons 3-1
Gambino’s 2-2
Los
Machos
3-1
•Marvin Turk
•Greycliff League
UM “Men of Tin” 2-2
T e r r i L o n g F o x /T o r th e K a im in

"Customer service is more than our motto,
It is the way we do business!"

F R O M M IS S O U L A

Many Destinations Apply.
Must Purchase by April 27
Saturday night stay required.________
Certain travel dates/Restrictions apply.

549-2286

travel
Connection

$ spent @TC
$ —^
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Women’s
Softball

•Liz Russa Conference

Hardballs 3-0
Final Four Material 3-0
Beavers 2-2
•Becky Graft Conference
Women to be Reckoned
With 4-0
Wolves 3-0
Alpha Phi 2-2

Co-rec
Soccer
•Team USA Conference
KKG Mud Babies 3OSteel Case 2-1
Lost and Found 1-2

ABOVE AOs
*M

i s s o u l a 's *
f r e s h e s t N ew C lo th in g S t o r e
J o r (g u y s <£ (girls!!
5 0 8 E. &ro a d w a y • 5 4 9 - 5 5 8 5

HEY!, DON’T JUST LOOK AT IT.
The most awesome
book you will ever read

Fane Wans

UC Campus Court
M - F 9-5

Conference
Sigma Chi Crusaders 4-0
SAE Lions 4-0
Sigma Nu I 2-2
•Dave Petelin
Conference
Exploding Colons 3-0
Tuff Schist 2-1
The Real Thing 2-1
•Paul Pfan Conference
Chicken Hawks 4-0
J.D. 3-1
Road Kill 3-1

UC

DISCOVER - three long lost rogue
planets in our solar system, their
influence on earth's geologic past,
forging mountain ranges, grand
canyons and the moon - their
monitoring by Stonehenge and an
cient astrology - what really caused
the extinction of dinosaurs, '.tlantis,
ancient hi-tech societies - the cause
of earthquakes and volcanos - our
planet's unavoidable future and
more in 288 pages of The Force.
Send check or M O to Mobius Press,
P.O. Box 164, Madison, SD 57042.
S I 9.95, S 3 .00 S8rH. A llow 6
weeks.

T A K E O N E !!
This is a CLUBFOOT® Sandwich.
They're so unique, they've been
granted Federal Trademark Protection
They taste so good they're addictive.
They are available in thousands of
different combinations.
This coupon is good for $ 1.00 off of
one AT REGULAR PRICE.--------►

STAGGERING OX
1204 W. KENT 542-2206

Sit-in fails to bring
crowd, fee choice
Isaac Bretz
for the Kaimin

few athletic departments nation
wide are capable of supporting
themselves.
If UM athletics are important
The sit-in, despite hundreds of
to Montanans they will pay for it
publicity posters all over campus,
and let students get on with their attracted only about a dozen stu
education, said the student leader dents.
of a sit-in Tuesday behind Main
“Everyone on campus has been
Hall.
complaining about the athletic
“We don’t get anything out of
fee but where are they now,”
the athletic fee,” said student
Stanton said.
John Stanton.
Student protester Kim April
Stanton, leader of the First
said she thinks football is
Church of the Emasculate
immoral.
Perception of Kount Khokula,
“I consider this to be my
abridged, said the athletics
money going to support violence,”
department can fund itself by
she said.
raising ticket prices. One fee is
Tim Bray, another protester,
enough and it should go to the
said he’s not against an athletic
library because it needs it the
fee, but that the library is more
most, Stanton said.
important than sports.
Another group of UM students
ASUM presidential candidate
have gathered more than 3,000
Josh Arnold joined Members of
signatures for a petition that
the First Church. The protesters
demands giving students a choice beat drums and yelled at other
between paying a $30 athletic fee ASUM Senate candidates who
to the library or to athletics.
were holding a separate forum a
President George Dennison
few hundred feet away.
opposes the petition, citing uni
Stanton lead seven protesters,
versity studies that show very
including Arnold, into Dennison’s

•
I

N%T
PeZPilei
T.ues]da/
siUnfor
behind
Main Hall to protest faZthktU™1"
fee, Ai>UM presidential
hopeful
Josh Arnold joined
the sgroup
a while.
office at about 1 p.m. The protest
ers waited in chairs and on the
floor of the reception room for
about 10 minutes. Dennison
stepped out of his office briefly to
announce that he was busy, and
both sides agreed to schedule a
meeting. After Dennison left,
Stanton announced that he would
hold another sit-in at the presi

......
■ I-.

dent’s office at 2 p.m. on
Wednesday.
Khokula’s Stanton is the
author of a controversial column
published in the Kaimin in
February. A native of California,
Stanton has said that Montanans
are not capable of taking care of
their own state. So long as
Montanans are subsidized by tax

money from Californians they do
not have the right to decide what
happens to their state’s
resources, he has said.
The Church, an ASUM recog
nized group named loosely after a
popular children’s cereal,
denounces psychologist Sigmund
Freud and supports universal
suffrage for lemmings.

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line
$.90 per 5-word line

The
K aim in
assum es
no
responsibility for advertisem ents
which are placed in the Classified
Section. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers o f em ploym ent,
investment or related topics before
paying out any money.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Ring - silver band on top of
Urey Lecture Hall where bikes are
parked on Mon 4-11. Call 549-1880.
Found— G reen ja c k e t by sand
volleyball courts by M cGill. 5423667.
Lost: Nikon Sun G lasses! LA
women’s restroom on 4/11 if found
PLEASE call 542-8657.
Found: 2 backpacks, wallet, watch,
coat, some mechanics tools. Call or
drop by to identify 243-4181 Fine
Arts 305.

recovery. Safe, confidential, 24 hours
a day. S exual A ssault Recovery
Service, 243-6559. Drop-in hours
weekdays 10-5.

helpful but not necessary. Will train.
$6-10 per game depending on level.
Call Joel Stevens at 728-4332, Leave
message.

Missoula Hot Tuna T-Shirts
B eautifully printed original color
design $10 call 543-5876 or 5497727.

The W omen’s Center is accepting
applications for the position of
Library Coordinator for the 1994-5
school year. Pick up applications at
UC 211. Applications due April 25.
No phone calls please.

P regnant? Let us help • Abortion
A lternative • Supportive • Free •
Confidential • 1st Way Pregnancy
Support Center, call for hours • 5490406 (formerly Birthright)
“Resumes, Letters, & Interviews,”
TODAY, 3:10-5:00, Journalism 306.
Presented by Career Services.
Racquetball Tournament: Men’s and
women’s divisions. Rosters due Apr
20 play begins Apr 25. Free! Register
Campus Rec FH 116.

Lost: Baby blue w /pink trim
Patagonia fleece pullover size large.
Call 243-1659.

Fast Pitch S oftball Tournam entM en’s and w om en’s divisions.
Rosters due Apr 20 play begins Apr
23. $20 forfeit fee. Register Campus
Rec FH 116. Counts Towards AllSports Trophy.

Stolen from LA 15 on Wednesday
April 16 after 12 p.m. A forest green
winter jacket made by St Johns Bay.
Call Jim at 243-1415 w ith any
pertinent information.

ON YOUR M A RK S, G E T SET ,
GO!!! Kim Williams Trail Run takes
place Thursday April 28 at 12:15.
'Entry forms at campus Recreation
and the S tudent H ealth Service.

Lost: Brown handbag in clu d in g
books, 721-2107 Reward.

RUN O R W A LK A L O N G T H E
RIVER- April 28,12:15. 1 mile walk
and 5k run. Kim Williams Trail Run
and Walk entry forms are at Campus
Recreation and the Student Health
Service. C all 243-2802 for more
information.

Lost: Pair o f keys on large brass
safety pin around Higgins & Pine.
Call Sean at 251-2935.
Found: Pair of prescription trifocal
sunglasses light blue frames, black
case comer of Maurice & 5th street.
Saturday a.m. Call 243-4609.
Lost: Set of keys on gold colored key
chain with the letter “C”. Reward.
721-6314.
Found: Men’s blue jacket. Come to
Registration Center in the Lodge to
claim.

PERSONALS
1 WISH I COULD FORGET, BUT
I JUST CAN’T. SARS can help you
make the transition to healing and

Chromed and Painted, Hopped up
Chopped, Extended, Harleys! Don’t
m iss the biggest Show & Swap
between Seattle and Sturgis Sat Apr
30.

HELP WANTED
Childcare Opportunities! Prescreened
fam ilies looking for caring
individuals to spend a year as a nanny
$175-350/w eek, room and board,
airfare included. Call CHILDCREST!
1-800-574-8889
L ittle L eague um pires needed.
Weekday evenings, some Sats. Exp.

Wanted: Responsible person to drive
rental van back to New York in early
June. Will pay. Call Hallie or Ryan
607-256-0660.
Business Students and Others: Need
experience AND incom e this
summer? PT now, FT summer. $8.75
to start. Apply now 549-4271.
Retail Sales/Customer Service. PT
$175 per week FT $350 per week. No
experience needed. Call 549-4377.

LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206.

R oom m ate needed: Non-sm oker!
$195/mo + utils. $100 deposit. Bill
542-8658.
Female roommate wanted ASAP to
share 3-bedroom house. G reat
location! Call Marsha at 542-3143.
Available May 1st. $19Q/mo plus 1/3
utiltites.

Typist. Fast, accurate, experienced
251-4931.

WANTED TO BUY
CARLO’S buy 501 L evi’s. Up to
$10.00. 543-6350 OTHER NAME
BRAND CLOTHING TOO! 204 S.
3rd.

FOR SALE
F em ale student looking for
nonsm oking roommate. Spacious,
sunny, available immediately. 322 W.
Spruce $275/mo + deposit. 542-2992.

WANTED TO RENT
Visiting Professor needs a furnished
3+ bedroom house/apartment from
June 20 - August 10. Please call 2436311. Ask for Kim.

Dorm size fridge. Good condition.
Need to sell before end of year. $50
251-6335 nights.
G O L F ? Full set left handed
“Powerbelt” irons. Good condition
$150.00 Call Tim 549-8139.
W OM EN’S M OUNTAIN BIKE
Nishiki Blazer, like new. Generator
light (front & back), built on bottle
holder, computer (odometer, etc) 288
original miles. Bike lock included.
$200. Call Barbara, 243-6541 or 5491709 eve.

MontPIRG is launching a special
education and organizing effort on
cam paign finance reform for
Montana. Motivated students needed
for one month position. $400 stipend
offered. Must be willing to travel
May 15-June 16. Training provided:
learn m edia sk ills, com m unity
organizing
and
p etitioning.
Applications available at 360 Corbin.
Call Linda Lee 243-2908 for more
information. Application deadline:
April 29.

Studio apartment near U. $375 5498263.

For sale G.E. 4-head VCR w/remote
$150.00 Sanyo 20” C olor TV
w/remote $150.00 Great Shape 5421968.

ATTENTION: Sum m er sublet 3bdrm. $145/mo. Non-smokers. Call
542-3190 leave message.

AUTOMOTIVE

P art tim e carpenter, m ust have
experience and some tools. Call Ron
273-0909 Dan 721-2661.

Room in 3 bedroom apartment for
summer months. $165.00 per month
plus 1/3 utilities. Call 728-4943.

White House Nannies invites you to
live in the N ation’s Capital. Great
childcare jobs with the best families
in the WA. DC area. Room, board,
high salaries, 1 year commitment,
current references. Call 406-5436116

Room—lower Rattlesnake; furniture,
laundry, walk to UM; $225 + $40
utilities/$200 deposit 8-month lease;
728-2810 lv. msg.

Fluent in Japanese? Interested in
Japanese culture? Need student to
live in Tokyo for internship with the
Fuji E lectric Com pany. See
Cooperative Education, 162 Lodge.

ROOMMATE NEEDED
Roommate needed during summer
$260/mo. Furnished NS/ND female
728-9309.

Retired couple wanting to house sit
this summer. Non-smokers, no pets,
allergic to cats. 913-625-4321.

FOR RENT

1981 F I50 Pickup ,V8, AT, Extras.
Nice Topper. Excellent body. Regular
Maintenace. Recent tune-up. 251 5299.

TRANSPORTATION
For Sale: one way ticket Missoula
N.Y.C/L.G.A. Good until May 7.
Call 721-4307 leave message. $150.

TYPING
FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown
543-3782
W O RDPERFECT,
LASER,
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268
RUSH TYPING CALL BERTA
251-4125
G reat-look in g! Q uick!
Printing 721-9748

Laser

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to see some action? ASUM
Executive debate TODAY, 12-1, UC
Mall (or atrium if it rains). Listen to
your candidates debate the issues.
Motorcycle Show and Swap Meet
Missoula County Fairgrounds Apr
30, 10 A.M.-6 P.M. Tattoos, leathers,
wet T-shirts Contest. Free beer, food,
music following. Harleys, Indians,
parts, fun 542-2808.
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Kaim in Use #89: A cheaper, recy
clable, educational paper plate.

?am wants you
/ to call if you
■an use an extra feW hundred dollars a month,
arc between 16 and 55 uears oj aye, are in
excellent health and ■Would consider
becoming a sperm donor.
Call pyam at Northwest ,*/jindroloyy * 728 -5257

SUM M ER EM PLOYM ENT

Derek Pruitl/Kaimin

TIM FRANCE, who owns Worden’s and the Old Post Pub building (background), says a 24-hour casino
in the old Hamburger Ace would go against the historical downtown area. The prospective casino’s owner
says denying the casino would be illegal.
continued from page 1

H istoric: Som e feel casino threatens area
other bars downtown. And the
24-hour Oxford cafe and casino,
which includes Mulligan’s nude
dancing, is just down the street,
he said, pointing out the char
acter of the businesses in the
area. He added that the
Hamburger Ace site has always
been used for food and drink,
and even a brothel, historically.

But Ward 4 Councilman
Doug Harrison said there are
already enough bars downtown.
Nugent said if the Council
wanted to limit bars, it had to
make the rules in advance,
instead of changing them in the
middle of the game.
The Council will hold a pub
lic hearing on April 25 at the 7

p.m. Council meeting to discuss
for a second time the casino
proposal. There will also be a
hearing then on whether to give
an automatic CLB overlay to
the whole downtown. The over
lay is requested by the OCD to
save time, and because a CLB
request for downtown has
never been denied.

Aboard ship early June thru August processing salmon. Work
available thru late September processing crab. Room, board,
airfare and raingear are provided. Start at $5.00/hour with long
shifts and lots o f overtime!
Men and women o f U o f M encouraged to apply, M UST attend
group orientation.

Contact Career Services 148 Lodge.
Sign-up deadline April 22nd.

Get a team
together or
come alone
to clean up
the campus!
Work Session
2 :0 0 -6 :0 0

p jn .

Barbecue
6:0 0 p jn .
All registered
workers are ievited
to atteed free
barbecee.

A B E R D A Y 1994
Wednesday, April 20

Trophies giveo for
categories sock as
"the most trash
collected, the aiost
aaiqee trash
collected, the
yoaagest trash
collector' and others.

ASUM GENERAL ELECTION
Tuesday, April 26
and
Wednesday, April 27
UC Center 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT
BUSINESS M A N A G ER
SENATORS
Who do you want to represent YOU?
Bring your student I.D. and VOTE!

plus
Your chance to give your imput on the
athletic fee/library fee choice issue.
1 2 ® M o n tan a Kaimin, W ednesday, April 20,1994

E M P O R IU M

LARGE NEW YORK 16"

2 TOPPING PIZZA
and 2 DRINKS or one
order of HOT STICKS

$ 6 .5 0
Delivered FREE with Student ID!
No coupon required.
OPEN:
Sun. - Thurs. 11 -12 a.m.
Fri. - Sat. 11-1 a.m.
700 S.W. Higgins

7 2 8 -7 5 7 5

